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Happy Fall Ya’ll

Tis the Season…to Be KIND!
In a season of tinsel and sparkle, add a touch of GOLD!

from

Jennifer N. Probst
BEad Different Jewelry

BEad Different!

Even though the holiday season should be
filled with joy and peace, the world we live in
has made it a time of stress and anxiety. Our
society has become consumed with a more,
more, more mentality, and we get caught
up in the angst of finding the perfect gift, the closest parking
spot, or the shortest check-out lane. Sometimes we forget to
slow down and recognize that it isn‟t the money that we
spend or the gifts that we give, but simply the spirit we
possess; the spirit to live by the golden rule. Most of us
learned the golden rule at some point in our childhood, “Do
unto others as you would have others do unto you,” but how
many of us actually incorporate this into our daily actions.
Last weekend, an elderly woman fell in love with the „flower
pens‟ that I call my “bag flair.” When I told her to take one,
she looked at me like I had four heads before responding, “I
can‟t just take one.” I explained to her that if a simple pen
made her happy, then it made me happy! She was so taken
aback by this simple gesture that she showered me with thank
you‟s, and told me she hoped something good would come to
me in return. Later in the week, I was leaving the USF
campus, and saw a woman about to purchase her $5 parking
permit. I yelled for her not to swipe her credit card, and
quickly ran to my car to retrieve the all day pass I had
purchased just a few hours earlier. There was no sense in her
purchasing another one if I was done using my own. Again,
she looked perplexed at my offer, but thanked me profusely.
She too told me that she hoped “it would come back to me.”
On the drive home, I began thinking about the simple (cont.)

gestures, and the fact that they meant so much to both
women. Not only did they appreciate them, but they both
seemed genuinely shocked that someone simply wanted
to do something nice. I certainly don‟t expect anything in
return, except that if I am in the same situation one day,
someone will do the same for me. If we think about the
little things that may mean so much to others, maybe we
can all return to the spirit of the season. So while you
rush around in the next few weeks, think about the
simple gestures that have the biggest impact, and just
make someone smile. Happy Holidays! ☼
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BEad Different Regulars Enjoy
the Ybor Market!

Be Versatile!

Truly a great place to shop with Friends

The newest addition to the BEad Different collection
are necklaces with versatility! The funky, and chunky
necklaces can be wore as a long strand, and doubled up
with the ornate clasps in the front or back. They are the
perfect addition to any fall/winter wardrobe paired with
sweaters, turtlenecks or tunics. These functional pieces
can be made in any color combinations, and they are
flying off the tables as quickly as I can make them.
Don‟t delay, be functional today!

Rosemary Novotny and friends have become market
regulars…and they live in Pennsylvania! A few times each
year, Rosemary travels from Pennsylvania to Tampa for a
weekend getaway. One of her favorite stops…The Ybor
Saturday Market. Rosemary says, “I always enjoy coming to see
BEad Different when I am in Florida and seeing what new jewelry
you have. I get so many compliments on my new jewelry when I get
home!” Make the Ybor Market and BEad Different one of
your favorite spots to shop, and visit us this Saturday!

Save Time and Money with Versatility

Pictured below are two of the most recent creations!

NEW – “Calm Blue Seas”

NEW – “Eye of the Tiger"

From left: Tina, Rosemary, Charlene & Robin of Uniontown, PA

CALENDAR OF EVENTS BEAD THERE!
SPECIAL EVENT: YBOR CITY SATURDAY MARKET
PLACE: CENTENNIAL PARK- 8TH AVE.
DATES & TIME: NOV. 27TH AND DEC. 4TH & 18TH ~9:00 A.M. TO 3:00 P.M.
ART IN THE PARK~ DECEMBER 11TH ~ 9:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.

If you are searching for unique gifts in an economic crunch this
season, then the Ybor Market is the perfect place to start! You
will be sure to find something for everyone on your list from
cigars to embroidered hand towels, from handmade food
products to photography, and of course, don‟t forget the jewelry!

Last Call for Jewelry Parties!
Bring the BEad Different spread to the comforts of your home or office!

Many of you may have already battled the Black Friday
crowds this morning, but as you unpack your purchases
you have realized there are still gifts to be purchased. If
the thought of battling more holiday traffic, clustered
parking lots and packed shopping malls has left you
wishing the holidays were already over, then a BEad
Different Jewelry Party is the way to go. Invite a few
girlfriends, open a bottle of wine, and enjoy shopping
from the comforts of your home. Don‟t let the holiday
hustle and bustle get you down, send an email today and
schedule your party for a relaxing shopping experience!

~If you know of a craft fair, church festival, or farmer‟s market in your
area, and think BEad Different belongs there, send an email to
beaddifferentjewelry@gmail.com to let me know!
SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSCRIBE- If a friend or family member forwarded this
newsletter to you and you wish to be added, email beaddifferentjewelry@gmail.com and
type subscribe in the subject line. If you are sick of receiving “junk mail” and no longer
want to receive the BEad Different Buzz, respond to this email and type unsubscribe in
the subject line!
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